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iABSTRACT
}
r
Remote sensing was used in the resolution of estuarine problems
facing federal and Virginia governmental agencies. A prototype Eliza-
beth River Surface Circulation Atlas was produced from photogrammetry
of Lagrangian drifters for the U.S. Coast Guard to aid in oil spill
cleanup and source identification. Aerial photo analysis twice led
to selection of alternative plans for dredging and spoil disposal
which minimized marsh damage. Marsh loss due to a mud wave from a
i
highway dyke was measured on sequential aerial photographs. An his
f
torical aerial photographic sequence gave basis to a potential Com
monwealth of Virginia legal claim to accreting and migrating coastal
islands,	 9
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SUMMARY OF APPLICATIONS
1.	 Elizabeth River Surface Circulation Atlas.
A prototype Atlas of Surface Circulation in the Elizabeth River,
Hampton Roads, Virginia was prepared from data collected by sequential
aerial photography of dye.-emitting Lagrangian drifters. 	 The Atlas
leaves show trajectory maps for a_variety of wind and tidal conditions.
The U.S. Coast Guard, Fifth Coast Guard District, Portsmouth, Environ-
mental Protection Branch is evaluating the use of the Atlas in oil
spill cleanup on a day-to-day basis.
- 2.	 Quantico Creek/Town of Dumfries Flood Control Dredging.
The town of Dumfries, Virginia, sought a permit to dredge a
flood control channel through the Quantico Creek marsh and creek sys-
tem (0.7 km2 ).	 The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at first advised
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers against the permit. 	 After an appeal
from Dumfries, aerial photography was obtained by VIMS, and by engi-
neering proposals transferred to a mosaic of the aerial photos using
a Bausch & Lomb Zoom Transfer Scope.	 Acceptable engineering recommen-
dations based on the mosaic were prepared jointly by FWS and VIMS, and
incorporated into a revised permit application. 	 The Army Corps -ap-
proved the revised permit application and Dumfries is now opening
bids for the dredging,
v
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3.	 Marsh Changes from Papermill Creek Highway Construction Dyke.
A new highway constructed near Williamsburg, Virginia was routed
over Papermill Creek and its associated marsh by means of a dyke and
culvert system.	 In cooperation with the U.S. Federal Highway Adminis-
tration and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, VIMS has monitored the
construction effects by aerial photography and field studies.
	 A mud
wave has dF;veloped which has caused the loss of 3000 m 2 of marsh.
Reduced tidal fluctuations are causing a change in the marsh species
composition.	 The FHA will use results from this and another study to
formulate guidelines for future highway construction over marshes.
4.	 Disposal of Spoil from Tangier Island Channel Dredging.
The population of Tangier Island, Virginia in the Chesapeake Bay
is dependent on boat deliveries of fuel and supplies.
	 Continuing silt-
ation of channels, which blocks routes to the supply docks, necessi-
tates periodic dredging by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
	 The Army
Corps asked VIMS to make recommendations on acceptable locations for
spoil disposal from urgently needed dredging.	 VIMS.obtained color and
panchromatic infrared photography of the island at high and low tide,
d'an	 used the imagery to discriminate tidal from non-tidal-lands and to
a:^
classify land use. 	 A detailed report was submitted to the Army Corps
containing alternatives and recommendations for disposal sites. 	 The
Army Corps has selected one of the alternatives and is proceeding
with the dredging.
'3
5.	 Ownership of the Fisherman Island Complex.
The Commonwealth of Virginia Senate, by a joint Resolution,
directed that VIMS perform a study of the ownership of an evolving,
r
vi.
fisland complex at the Chesapeake Bay mouth, to determine if Virginia
has a claim to ownership of part of the complex. An earlier VIMS 	 j
study had mapped old island changes using historical photography.
New photography was obtained to bring maps up-to-date. Interpreta-
tion of the sequence of changes as revealed in the photography has
resulted in the conclusion that Virginia has basis for a legal claim
to ownership of several parcels of land. Other claims from the Fed-	 Z
eral Government and private citizens are already pending in the
courts. The Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Virginia will,
in all likelihood, enter a claim for ownership of parcels of land
x
identified in the course of the remote sensing analysis.
Fr­ ^
ELIZABETH RIVER SURFACE CIRCULATION ATLAS
Surface Circulation
The concept of a Circulation Atlas is mentioned in Annual Report
Number 4 (Munday et al., 1976) as it pertains to surface circulation in
the Elizabeth River basin. As discussed by Munday and Gordon (1977)
circulation studies are needed with respect to siting of outfalls, water
supply intakes, oil tanker and pipeline routes, oil transfer and process-
ing facilities, power generating stations, and harbor construction or
modification.	 A knowledge of surface circulation particularly is neces-
sary to predict the trajectory of floating and near-surface pollutants in
estuaries.	 Surface circulation in a relatively shallow, confined tidal
estuary is complex, highly dependent on wind as well as tide, and marked
at certain phases of the tide by zones of shear and convergence. 	 Study
techniques must be suited to examination of the full range of possible
wind and tide conditions, and must be able to elucidate fronts and con-
vergence zones. 	 This requires that the techniques be synoptic and in-
expensive, and provide data of high spatial density o;rer the region of
interest.
General Methods of Circulation Study for Siting Problems and
Pollution Control
Historically, for siting problems, physical and numerical models
based on hydrographic studies have been used to study basin-wide
A
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circulation.	 Dye-diffusion studies have been performed at specific sites
to permit calculation of pollutant dispersion. 	 As discussed by Munday,
Welch and Gordon (1977), the basin-wide models are excellent as a con-
sistent basis for uniform evaluation of general circulation, and diffu-
sion studies give good dispersion data.
	 Both models and diffusion studies,
however, fail to provide information on fine structure of circulation in-
volving fronts and convergence zones.
	 Also, wind effects are rarely taken
into account.	 These defici:cncbc:s will limit the usefulness of such methods
for determining the ultimate destination of released materials such as pol-
lutants and sediment.
	 Finally, due to the constraints of expense and tech-
nique, simultaneous study of circulation at alternate sites is precluded,
with the result that an environmental impact statement may be prepared
which fails to comparatively evaluate various alternate sites in terms of
the effects of circulation.
	 These deficiencies can be overcome by sup-
plementary studies with Lagrangian drifters,
Some estuarine pollution control activities such as oil spill clean-
up and evaluation of suspended solids movement require the knowledge of
water parcel trajectories (Lagrangian data).
	 Eulerian (point velocity)
data provided by current meters (in hydrogr.aphic surveys) can be trans-'
formed into pseudo-Lagrangian trajectories, but the results may fail to
be reliable, especially if the spatial. density of current meters is low,
anal/or tidal fronts and convergence zones are found in the region.
	 In
such cases, Lagrangian dri ycor data are preferrea:i as direct evidence of
the water motion.
Thus there is a distinct need for study of circulation by Lagran-
f
gian methods.
)'b Use of Lagrangian Drifters to Produce Circulation Maps
The elements necessary to produce Lagrangian current maps for inclu-
sion in an atlas consist of one or more field efforts, data reduction, 	
g',
and automated computer processing.
The field effort is conducted as in routine surface circulation
studies, with three main elements: an aircraft equipped for nadir photog-
raphy, a boat to deploy and monitor all markers, and good communications.
The aircraft is the VIMS DeHavilland Beaver with a metric camera port
which accommodates two Hasselblad 500 EL/M 70 mm format cameras with
50 mm Distagon wide angle lenses. The cameras are typically loaded with 	 j
70 frame magazines of Hi-Speed Ektachrome positive transparency film
(resolving power of 60 1p/mm at a.contrast 1000:1). The 70 tmn cameras
are driven by an intervalometer to insure 60% frame overlap, which pro-
vides for stereo viewing of uncut film and eliminates loss of data due
1 to sun glint. A 22-foot Thunderbird twin outboard motor boat is used to
I
deploy, remove, and identify markers as needed.	 As described in Gordon
and Munday (1977), the markers are a new type of dye-emitting drifter
with negligible wind drag.	 The key to a successful study is communica-
tions, which enable the aircraft personnel to direct the boat crew to
drop locations, get positive identification on drifters, move drifters
which have been driven out of the study area, and modify the time line
of an experiment to suit wind and tide conditions. 	 Public Safety Band
radios are used which operate on a State controlled frequency. 	 These
are occasionally backed up with Citizens Band radios.
For data reduction, the photography is screened, markers identified,
and frames chosen for measurement. 	 A 1:24,000 U.S.G.S. topographic map
0t
FIGURE 1. Elizabeth River, Eampton Roads, Virginia.
Triangles indicate fixed buoys and channel
1	
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is generally used as a base, and photography scaled and rectified on
a Bausch and Lomb ZT4-H Zoom Transfer Scope.	 Buoy position is then
transferred to the base map along with time from field notes and/or
aircraft cassette tape recordings.
	 Buoy position and time are then
transferred to magnetic tape using a Numonics Graphics Calculator.
1
The Numonics unit is also used to transfer shoreline information from
the topographic map, and channel marker information from navigational
r 1
charts.	 An example of such a map is shown in Figure l for the Elizabeth
River basin.
Computer processing is performed on an IBM 370 facility with
CALCOMP plot capability. 	 The data, as stored on tape, can simply be
plotted as a shoreline map and Lagrangian drifter tracks, with drifter
positions indicated by a symbol at positions derived directly from
the aerial photography.
	
The proble« with this representation is the
Tack of a common time base, and varying time interval between drifter
positions.	 This can mistakenly be interpreted as current speed variation
as the spacing of adjacent map symbols changes.
j; The simple solution is to linearly interpolate coordinates
	 using
the measurement data and the desired time.
	 With linear interpolation,
the new x-coordinate is
x' - xl J" (x2 - xi) X (t'	 -_ t i)	 /	 (t2 - t ),
where t' is the desired time, and x i and ti
 are the measurement data.
The y' coordinate is treated in analogous fashion. 	 A more time-consuming
procedure is to tit x versus t with a polynomial equation, and insert t'
to obtain the desired x'.	 This proceudre would smooth obvious irregular-
ities in the Lagrangian trajectory, which might be presumed to be due to
	 `.
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noise or frontal shear. However, there does not appear to be any meaning-
g	 g	 P	 procedures,	 p'ful advanta e in using more complicated  despite their theoreti-
cal foundation and possibly higher accuracy, when the Atlas is to be con-
structed from empirical data and oriented to lay users. Complicated pro-
cedures would produce the undesirable result of substantially increasing
the computational processing time.
Lagrangian data are also extrapolated beyond the measurement times
as long as the extrapolation time is short. For small basin tidal cur-
rents, in the absence of nearby fronts, points are extrapolated as much
as 15 minutes before the first and after the last points.
Wind direction and speed are vector averaged at three hour intervals
from observations at the Norfolk Weather Bureau, and the resultant vector
input to the computer program. Although winds in the local study area may
be different, it is assumed that the wind driven component of surface cir-
culation will be similar under similar wind conditions at any standard
location. Also wind information is ,available from the Weather Service on
a 24-hour basis, enhancing the real time utility of the map products. The
computer program plots a scaled wind arrow with length proportional to one
of three wind speed classes (0-9, 10-19, 20-29 knots) and direction point- 	 X'
ing with the wind, and a north arrow on each Lagrangian map. An example
of one of the maps is included as Figure _2. Drifter tracks are depicted
by solid lines, overlain with circles to represent pseudo drifter position
every 15 minutes from the interpolation routine. A special symbol near
the beginning, of each track is used to reference the data to predicted
x
high or low tide at a-standard tide station. Each fourth circle there-
after is blackened to highlight hourly intervals. Changes in the spacing
of successive symbols can be directly interpreted as changes in tidal	 'y
current speed.

^.	 _.,_ _ ..	 ^^m^.	 ....	 ._ ,, ----x.T-,	
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The Surface Circulation Atlas
Conceptually, the Circulation Atlas is a readable compendium of
Lagrangian circulation maps for different wind and tide conditions. The
Atlas contains examples of the full range of emperically encountered
flow field patterns in a single easily accessed document. It is oriented
Y:
toward users among consulting engineering farms and governmental agencies.
The Atlas is envisioned as a document providing a first look at current
patterns and flow field trajectories. It will be available for use in
the same manner as nautical charts and topographic maps.
A Surface Circulation Atlas of the Elizabeth River
The first Surface Circulation Atlas of the Elizabeth River is partially
complete using information from ten drifter releases over a period of seven
days.	 The Atlas consists of eleven bound maps accessed through a condition
matrix for tide phase, wind direction, and wind speed. 	 Figure 3 includes
the condition matrix as a part of the instruction sheet to the Atlas.
	
The i
numbers in the matrix refer to individual indexed maps (e.g. Figure 2) in
the 'Atlas which contain relevant surface circulation data ,for -a particular
wind and tide situation. 	 Wind information is derived from the Norfolk a
Weather Service, and tides from published NOS predicted tide tables. 	 This
should not be misconstruednecessarily as local basin wind and tide, and
is used only as a standard reference for locatingthe proper map. 	 The <
assumption is that similar standard conditions produce like circulation
patterns in a nearby estuary.
	 There are many gaps in the matrix indicat-
ing the need for more experiments in different wind/tide conditions.
r ^x:^. iw,sr^;,,,	
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The first version of the Elizabeth River Surface Circulation Atlas
was delivered this spring to the U.S. Coast Guard, Fifth Coast Guard
District, Portsmouth, Environmental Protection Branch. The document will
be used to aid in the identification of oil spill sources, prediction of
the movement of spilled oil, and formulation of clean-up plans. The
Coast Guard is presently evaluating the Atlas for use on a day-to-day
basis.
QUANTICO CREEK/TOWN OF DUMFRIES
FLOOD CONTROL DREDGING
11
11
The Problem
The town of Dumfries, Virginia is situated at the head of Quantico
Creek which empties into the Potomac River. The headwaters of the creek
	 3^
u
adjacent to the town contain approximately 0.708 km2 of freshwater marsh
with abundant birds and animals. The town of Dumfries is subject to
3
flooding at lower elevations during times of heavy rainfall The town
consequently applied for a permit to dredge through a portion of the
marsh to establish a drainage channel, and to place spoil on the adja-
cent marsh. The permit application was submitted to the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, and subsequently to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) for comment. Since wetlands were involved, FWS requested an
environmental evaluation from VIMS:
FWS at first suggested denial of the permit, but agreed to review
this decision after an appeal from the Mayor of Dumfries. Although Dum-
fries furnished a set of engineering drawings with the application, these
could not be overlain on any existing maps, and the .agencies could not
	 u'
use the drawings to make an assessment of potential ecological impact on
a
the marsh. FWS and VIMS thereupon decided to use remote sensing to make
a current map of the aea which could be used to analyze proposed changes
(see Figure 4)
(11)
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Quantico	 Creek
Town of Dumfries
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Remote Sensing Section
Gloucester Point. Virginia
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Methods
Quantico Creek was overflown for mapping at scales of 1:24,000 and
1:9,000.	 The Zoom Transfer Scope was used to superimpose the engineering
drawings for the proposed channel on photomosaics made by the VIMS Remote
Sensing Section.
Results
The photomosaic with superimposed engineering plans was used by VIMS
and FWS in a joint analysis of the project.	 Recommendations for environ-
mentally acceptable flood control measures were prepared. 	 FWS has stated
that the remote sensing allowed a "rapid determination of the extent of
i
work necessary to accomplish the project purpose and the environmental
r
features which would be altered or destroyed by various project alterna-
tives."	 The major recommendation regarding the project, based largely
on remote sensing in conjunction with field investigation, was that "the
channelization as proposed extend no further downstream than 1,420 feet
from the outfall of the sewage treatment plant" (see Oland, 1976 in
Appendix; see also other letters in Appendix). 	 This recommendation was
_ made specifically to protect the freshwater marsh of 0.708 km2.
Action
The recommendation was incorporated into a revised application,
^a
which was approved by FWS on March 18, 1977, and subsequently by the
Army Corps of Engineers, The town of Dumfries has solicited bids for
3
the dredging, and the bids will be opened June 28, 1977.
^n ;
	 a
MARSH CHANGES FROM
0	 PAPERMILL CREEK HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION DYKE
The Problem
During 1976 and 1977 a new highway was constructed from the Williams-
burg Bypass, State Route 199, into the downtown Williamsburg business dis-
trict. The highway was routed across the mouth of Papermill Creek, which
has an area of 61,000 m2 , more than one half comprised of tidal marsh.
The highway construction permits from the Army Corps of Engineers, U.S.
Coast Guard, state and local authorities took over one year to obtain.
Despite opposition from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, permission
was given by the Army Corps to build the highway over the creek using a
dyke (instead of an open pile structure), with the stipulation that a
culvert be used to facilitate upland drainage and tidal flow. VIMS,
asked to comment on the permits, expressed concern about inhibition of
tidal flow, and suggested doubling the size of the culvert as the next
best alternative to an open pile structure.
The Federal Highway Administration at this time was seeking proposals
on the use of remote sensing in highway routing. It saw the opportunity
at Papermill Creek for a benchmark case study to help formulate guide-
lines for future planning of highways over marsh/creek systems. A con-
tract was signed between FHA and VIMS_to monitor the dyke construction,
i
the change of species composition of the marsh, the size of the marsh,
(14)
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-
the tide heights above and below the dyke, and other effects which might
°	 - alter the Papermill Creek environment. 	 The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice decided to participate in the monitoring of the biota.
4
` Remote Sensing Methods
Periodic vertical aerial photography was chosen as the cheapest and
best way to record immediate and long-term changes in the marsh and sur-
rounding area.
	 Photography was acquired with the 70 mm Hasselblad camera
d
system in the VIMS Beaver aircraft.
	 Color positive transparencies were
used for mapping, and color negative transparencies were obtained to per-
r mit the making of color mosaics.
	 A Bausch & Lomb ZT4-H Zoom Transfer
E_ Scope was used for making maps from the photographs.	 Areas were measured
6 electronically with the Numonics graphics calculator.
Papermill Creek has been aerially photographed six times thus far
over a period of 10 months.
	 Wetlands in the creek will be photographed
tx and mapped during the summer of 1977 for the "final" before/after vegeta-
tion comparison.
Results
After three years in the planning-an y?-construction phase, the high-
way was opened to traffic in June; 1977.	 Most of the summer of 1976 was r
-
spent fabricating the concrete culvert.
	 By August 11, 1976 the culvert `.
was completed and the movement of dirt was begun to form an elevated _dyke
over the marsh/creek.
	 The weight of the dyke material on the soft creek
bottom displaced a large amount of mud from beneath the dykc in the form
of a wave.	 Figure,5 graphically illustrates the growth of the mud wave
i
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r
from 250 m2 on August 11, to 945 m2 by August 27, to the present- ,3,140 m2
as of March 8, 1977. The mud wave has caused the loss of marsh, and al-
tered species composition in its vicinity. Mapping during the summer of
1977 will give the first quantitative indication of species change both
in the vicinity of the mud wave and further up the creek. Careful atten-
tion will be paid to detect further spreading of the mud wave, and its
possible effect on tidal flooding.
Action
The remote sensing mosaics, maps, and measurements were incorporated
3
into a preliminary report to the Federal Highway Administration document
ing the mud.wave and other changes in Papermill Creek as a result of the
dyke (Dawes, 1977) The FHA has one other similar study underway else-
`	 where in the United States. Results from both studies will be used in
the formation of a'set of guidelines concerning future highway construc-
tion Baer marshes.
DISPOSAL OF SPOIL FROM
TANGIER ISLAND CHANNEL DREDGING
Tangier Island is a small island located near the Virginia, Maryland
border in the center of the Chesapeake Bay, with an area of approximately
4 km2 . The population on the island is small, and is commercially sup-
ported by a large crab industry, fishing, boating, and tourism. The is-
land is dependent for fuel and supplies on boat deliveries from the Vir
g:.nia mainland son;-- 8 miles to the east. A problem, of recently serious
proportions, is the filling by siltation of the main east and west en-
trance channels to the supply docks. During the winter of 1976-1977,
the fuel boat was unable to reach the island, and fuel was delivered
by barge on a temporary, ` emergency basis.
The agency responsible for maintaining navigable channels is the y
Army Corps of Engineers. 	 However, due to the limited size of the island
and the amount of marsh, disposal locations for dredge spoil are exceed-
ingly hard to find.	 VIMS was approached by the Army Corps of Engineers'
to aid in the selection of suitable disposal sites for the spoil. 	 A
series of sites were identified involving the least ecological impact,
consideration of the needs and wishes of the people of Tangier, and
engineering feasibility.	 General photography from the VIMS Remote Sens-
ing Library aided this site selection.	 In December 1976, the VIMS posi-
tion was submitted in-a report (VIMS, 1976), proposing three recommenda-
tions concerning five sites.	 Calculations in the interim by the Army
(18)
(19)
Corps suggested that the chosen prime sites may not contain all of.the{
fill, and that _agency, by letter, proposed additional overboard disposal
without dike containment. 	 In response to this it was necessary to deter-
- a:.
mine which areas of the island were flooded, both tidal and non-tidal,
before an ammended recommendation could safely be made.
The VIMS Remote Sensing Section prepared a photomosaic of the is- x
land to help answer the disposal questions. 	 Missions were flown in
December 1976 at high and low tides with the VIMS Beaver aircraft.
Photography was obtained with twin Hasselblad cameras loaded with pan-
chromatic infrared film and color transparency film.	 The pan IR film,
with its ability to record land and water at high contrast, was used
to discriminate low areas subject to tidal flooding.	 The color film
was used to determine land use of low-lying potential disposal areas.
After careful examination of the pan IR mosaics (see, for example,
Figure 6) and color transparencies, and site visits, VIMS proposed to
the Army Corps ammendments and precautions to deal with excess spoil
material (see Hargis, 1977 in the Appendix).	 Aerial photography was an
essential ingredient in finding potential disposal locations, measuring
^F
their areas, and determining the impact on the surrounding physical and
economic environment.
The Army Corps has selected two of the five areas and the dredging
contract has been let.
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V'.-ginia Institute of Marine Science
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OWNERSHIP OF THE FISHERMAN ISLAND COMPLEX
Background
On February 9, 1976, the Commonwealth of Virginia Senate passed
Joint Resolution No. 57 (Commonwealth, 1976) which directed that an in-
vestigation be made by VIMS of the question of ownership of Adams Island.
In the wording of the resolution,
".	 there is an island commonly known as Adams Island, located
in Northampton County, directly east of lands known as the Isaacs
	 ;e
or William Knight Shoals and near Fisherman's Island and . . . the
United States Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service
has expressed interest in acquiring Adams Island for use as a
wildlife refuge and in that connection has inquired regarding any
legal interest or title the Commonwealth may have in the island;
and whereas there is reason to believe the Commonwealth may have
a legitimate basis for claiming title and ownership of Adams
Island; and	 the determination regarding the Commonwealth's
interest, if any, in Adams Island is prerequisite to any negotiations
with the United States regarding use of the island for a wildlife
refuge . . . the Virginia Institute of Marine Science is directed
to study the question of ownership of Adams Island in connection
with and as a part of its current study of common lands 	 .".
VIMS was directed to study the question of ownership and report its
findings to the Attorney General by November 30, 1976.	 Pursuant to this
directive, the legal department at VIMS prepared a report, An Investigation
into the History and Ownership of'Adams Island (Theberge, 1976).
In order to study the question of ownership it was necessary to de-
fine the physical history of the area, _since "the islands, shoals, and
sandbars (are) undergoing a continuous process of formation, accretion,
erosion, submergence, reformation and migration leading to confusion over
(21)
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i
ownership among federal, state, and private interests".
Earlier'Study With Remote Sensing
The area's history had earlier been graphically traced in a Master
of Arts thesis by Mr. Mark Boule'(Boule, 1975). This work was performed
with data consisting of historical maps and photographs. Boule used a
Bausch & Lomb ZT4-H Zoom Transfer Scope, with guidance and support of
the Remote Sensing Section, to map geomorphological changes for Fisher-
man Island, Adams Island, and the Isaacs (island). In the historical
0
photographic sequence, a 1974 9-inch format NASA transparency was the
74
most recent. Figures 7 and 8 show changes from 1910-11 to 192-.
I
	
	
Boule' found that the hydrodynamic processes operative in the area
result in the offshore formation of shoals in a series of concentric bars
{	 which, as they become emergent above low water, migrate toward Fisherman
Island and become welded to the southern shore of the island forming a
sand spit. As each sand spit is reshaped by the waves and currents, it
is driven inshore extending the southern beach and gradually moving west-
ward to be replaced by another spit formed by the same process. Because 	 a
Fisherman Island is the recipient of the southerly transport of sediment
along the barrier islands of Virginia's Eastern Shore, the island as a
whole is increasing in size.
New Study With Remote Sensing
In order to determine the mostrecent status of the island complex
^	
4
VIMS made new flights over the area with the Beaver aircraft,.Hasselblad
ra
cameras, and color transparency film. Two flights were made, on 9 and
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30 August, 1976, coincident with predicted low and high tides. The film
has been analyzed and interpreted in light of the legal question raised
in the Senate Resolution.
Results r
Analysis has revealed two important facts:
`	 1. The sand shoals moving across Smith Island Inlet (to the
northeast of the Fisherman Island complex) to form the next
r	 spit on the eastern shore of Fisherman Island, are emergent
and discrete at mean low water and 	 j
2. the shoals are not emergent at mean high water.
The Legal Question	 x
Any attempt to resolve the ownership of the islands of the Fisherman's
Island complex must integrate the history and physical processes associated
F -
	
	
with these islands with the current status of law in Virginia relating to
accretion and island formation.
The legal question concerning_ ownership of the island complex is based
on common law and buttressed by an 1873 General Assembly Act, now section
62.1-1 of the Code of Virginia, which states that "the shore of the sea
	 y
within the jurisdiction of this Commonwealth, and not conveyed by special
grant or compact according to law shall continue and remain the property
of the Commonwealth . . and may be used as a common by all the people."
By any reasonable definition, shoals and bars emergent as islands between
low water and high water would be considered to be the shores of the sea
and thus the subject of state ownership under this statute as well being
^	 I
the subject of state ownership under traditional common law principles
b(26)
k
still applicable in Virginia today.
Once ownership is vested in the Commonwealth by virtue of common
law and the Act of 1873, this ownership would continue, not disappear,
upon merger of state owned property with privately held land. Such is
also the case when privately held lands merge under similar circumstances.
Consequently, does there exist any land in the Fisherman Island com-
plex over which the Commonwealth may claim ownership? The brief answer
to the forgoing question is "yes". The Commonwealth may claim ownership
of parcels originally vested, and it may have a potential claim in sev-
eral other parcels of land north of the Isaacs and west of Adams Island
and, also, parcels on the south, north and northwest sides of Fisherman
Island.
The Importance of Remote Sensing
a
k	 The general legal position advanced above is based on the general
conclusion that the islands, shoals, and spits have either migrated from
one place to another while remaining discrete, or submerged and reformed
at different locations. This conclusion is based entirely on remote
i sensing analysis.
The following specific legal conclusions have been reached (Theberge,,i	 ;
1976, p. 23-24):
1. Due to remedial or curative statutes passed in 1932 and 1966
(sections 41.1-3 and 41.1-6 of the Code of Virginia) the
grant of Adams Island is valid. It may be only valid, how-
ever, to high water as set out in the original grant and in
accordance with 'common law and the Act of 1873 mandating
}
	
	
that the ungranted shores of the sea shall continue and
remain the property of the state,
w11.)
(27)
2. It appears more likely than not that-Adams Island migrated
to its present position and, with exception of the area
between high water and low water which may not have been
included in the original grant, it also appears the Common-
wealth in all probability has no proprietary interest in
that part of Fisherman's Island identified as the remnants
of the original Adams Island.
If the original island disappeared, however, the state
would own what is now called Adams Island.
3.	 In view of sovereign ownership at common law and the Act
of 1873, a strong argument exists for state ownership of
the large sand spit extending from the eastern shore of
the Fisherman's Island Complex. 	 Since the spit represents
the growing or accreting part of the island, the Common-
wealth may desire to institute an action to claim owner-
ship of the spit.
4.	 A group of three islands north of the Isaacs, west of
Adams Island and east of Fisherman's Island has emerged
above high water from the bed of the bay and title
therein should be in the Commonwealth.
Remote sensing has been crucial to these conclusions.
	 The data base in-
cluded historical photography and recent photography (by NASA and VIMS),
the data reduction consisted of standard mapping and zoom transfer tech-
niques, and the data analysis involved photointerpretation for geomor-
phological change, vegetation classification, and tidal effects.
Action
The VIMS report (Theberge 	 1976) was submitted November 30 1 1976
to the Virginia Senate and Attorney General.	 The Attorney General will,
in all Likelihood, move to claim legal ownership of the lands in ques-
tion in the courts, inasmuch as the Federal Government and private citi-
zensare already involved in litigation over ownership, of the same lands.
jr
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REMOTE SENSING OF COASTAL CIRCULATION
John C. Munday, Jr.
Christopher S. Welch
Hayden H. Gordon
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062
Submitted to	
,. a
Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing
a
Abstract
A dye-buoy remote sensing technique has been applied to estuarine
siting problems involving fine-scale circulation.	 Small hard cakes of
sodium fluorescein and polyvinyl alcohol, in anchored buoys and low-
windage current followers, dissolve to produce dye marks resolvable in
1:60,000 scale color and color infrared imagery. 	 Lagrangian current vec-
tors are determined from sequential photo coverage.	 Careful buoy place-
ment reveals surface currents and submergence near fronts and convergence
zones.	 Inexpensive and simple, the technique has been used in siting two
` sewage outfalls in Hampton Roads, Virginia.	 In case one, the outfall
'. region during flood tide gathered floating materials in a convergence
zone, which then acted as a secondary source during ebb; for better ` dis-
persion during ebb, the proposed outfall site was moved further offshore.
In case two, flow during late flood was found to divide, with one half
passing over shellfish beds; the proposed outfall site was consequently
moved to keep effluent in the other half.
s
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LAGRANGIAN DRIFTER DESIGN FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF SURFACE CURRENTS BY REMOTE SENSING
Hayden H. Gordon and John C. Munday, Jr.
Remote Sensing Section
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, Virginia
Presented at the
Sixth Annual Remote Sensing of Earth Resources Conference
University of Tennessee Space Institute
Tullahoma Tennessee
March 29-31, 1977
Abstract
In estuaries, the interaction of wind, tidal current, and F
mixing of fresh and saline water produces a variable depth pro-
file of current	 with foam lines and convergence zones between
'types.water	 Careful measurement of surface currents via Lagran-
gian drifters requires a drifter design appropriate to both the
depth of current to be measured and the tide and wind conditions
- of interest.	 The use of remote sensing to track drifters con-
tributes additional constraints on drifter design. 	 Several de-
signs of biodegradable drifters which emit uranine dye plumes,
h
resolvable in aerial imagery to 1 . 60,000 scaI.e, were tested for r
wind drag in field conditions agato.sw data from calibrated cur-
rent meters.
	
A 20 cm-vaned wooden drifter and a window shade
drifter set to 1.5 m depth had negligible wind drag in winds to
8 em/sec.	 Prediction of oil slick trajectories using surface
current data and a wind factor should be approached cautiously,
as surface current data may be wind-contaminated, while the
usual 3.5% wind factor is appropriate only for currents meas-
ured at depth.
(31)
tPROGRESS TOWARD A CIRCULATION ATLAS
FOR APPLICATION TO COASTAL WATER SITING PROBLEMS
John C. Munday, Jr. and Hayden H. Gordon
Remote Sensing Section
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, Virginia
Presented at the
Conference/Workshop on the Application
of Remote Sensing to the Chesapeake Bay Region
Coolfont Conference Center
is Berkeley Spring, West Virginia
April 12-15,	 1977
Abstract
Circulation data needed to resolve coastal siting problems
" can be assembledfrom historical hydrographic and remote sensing
studies in the form of a Circulation Atlas.	 Empirical data are
used instead of numerical model simulations in order to achieve J
fine resolution and include -fronts and convergence zones.
	 Eulerian
and Lagrangian data are collected, transformed, and combined into
trajectory maps and currentvector maps as 'a function of tidal
phase and wind vector,._ Initial Atlas development is centered on
the Elizabeth River, Hampton Roads, Virginia.
(32)
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WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS BY
DIGITAL CHROMATICITY MAPPING OF LANDSAT DATA
T.T. Alfoldi
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
John C. Munday, Jr.
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, Virginia, U.S.A.
Submitted March 15, 1977 to
the Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing a
Abstract s
Digital chromaticity analysis of Landsat CCT data with the Image- j
100 system is a rapid and convenient method for investigating water
quality.	 The chromaticity transformationratio normalization: inv lves
by total radiance, which enhances and facilitates water colour monitor-
ing and analysis. 	 Effects of atmospheric and water surface reflection
noise are suppressed by the chromaticity transformation, and the-resi-
dual chromatic effects are easily perceived on a chromaticity diagram.
Chromaticity loci have been defined for pure water, suspended solids,
chlorophyll,bath	 etr	 dry	 . wet sand	 snow, ice	 air pollution,
 Ym	 y ,	y vs_ 	 ^	 >	 p	 s
haze and clouds of variable thickness. 	 A correlation coefficient of
r -= 0.96 (p <0.001) has been obtained for multi-date sampling of sus-
pended solids in the Minas Basin, Nova Scotia. 	 A practical Landsat/
Image 100 chromaticity analysis system for water quality monitoring
at relatively low cost has now been developed,
9
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0PROGRESS TOWARD A
LANDSAT WATER QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM
Thomas T. Alfoldi
Applications Development
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
Ottawa, Ontario
John C. Munday, Jr.
Remote Sensing Section
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, Virginia
Presented at the
4th Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing
Quebec City
Quebec, Canada
May 16-18, 1977
Abstract
The analysis of colour or "chromaticity" of Landsat scenes is provid-
ing a mechanism for the quantitative monitoring of water quality.	 Recent
progress in the implementation of the chromaticity transform on the Image
100 now offers the speed and flexibility of this digital analysis system.
Data extracted from over 40 Landsat images of Canada, the U.S. and Nigeria
have defined the locus of chromaticities on a chromaticity diagram for a
variety of water conditions. 	 Discrete loci are identified for suspended
sediment, chlorophyll and bathymetry. 	 Moreover, contaminating shifts of
these loci by sunglint, whitecaps, thin clouds, haze and air pollution 	 ,ay
be detected on the diagram, and removed.	 Multidate suspended sediment
sampling in the Minas Basin, Nova Scotia has produced correlation to Landsat
•- data of r = 0.95, after atmospheric adjustment.	 The regression coefficients
between the surface data and the satellite data are thereafter used with
atmospheric adjustment to calibrate other satellite scenes with no surface
sampling.
Chromaticity analysis matched with digital techniques is a fast, con-
venient and sample technique for the resource manager. 	 Continuing develop-
ment is aimed at an automated algorithm for a Landsat water quality index,
to include correction for solar elevation' effects, and system design for
a wide area monitoring program including many water bodies.
(34)
LANDSAT TEST OF VOLUME REFLECTANCE
MODELS FOR SUSPENDED SOLIDS MEASUREMENT
John C. Munday, Jr.
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062
and
T.T. Alfoldi
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
P
P
Abstract
Landsat radiance data were used to test mathematical models
relating volume reflectance to suspended solids concentration.
Digital CCT data for two Landsat passes over the Bay of Fundy,
Nova Scotia were analyzed on a General Electric Co. Image 100
multispectral computing system. The two data sets separately
and together were studied by individual bands and by chromatic-
ity analysis. Results support the view that the relationship
between Landsat radiance and suspended solids concentration is
non-linear. The theoretical volume reflectance model developed
by Gordon and co-workers is corroborated.
a
9
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DISCRIMINATION
OF "RED" WATER: SUMMARY
I
Introduction
The purpose of this _study is to determine if there is a usable cor-
relation between so-called "red" water and optical density as recorded on
photographic film. The parameters used to describe "red" water include
chlorophyll a concentration, cell count, spectrophotometry, and identi-
fication of major algal species. Aerial photography was obtained simul-
taneous with acquisition of field data on four days in August, 1976.
Field Methods
Two areas were chosen as field sampling areas, one near the mouth
of the York River, Virginia, and the other approximately 25 kilometres
	 Y
d
upriver, near Clay Bank, and extending upriver toward the Purtan Island
i
	
	 Marshes. Two boats were used in the field, a Thunderbird equipped to
obtain profiles through the water column, and a smaller rubber boat
whose main task was to obtain surface samples. Communications between
the airplane and boats was via citizen band radios, which enabled the
aerial observers to vector the boats into areas of "red" and "clear"y
s!
	
	 water, where samples were taken for laboratory analysis. Sampling and
aerial photography were obtained as close as possible to slack 'water
viewed as a stable reference condition.
(37)
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Water samples were analyzed for temperature (in situ), salinity, and
chlorophyll a content. Some samples were analyzed using spectrophotometric
methods, while others were analyzed for cell count and major algal species.
Secchi depth measurements were taken at most stations.; all values were
less than 1.5 metres, indicating very turbid water.
Photographic Methods
Imagery was obtained at altitudes varying from 600 m to 1500 m. A
Hasselblad EL/M with a 50 mm Distagon lens was used to obtain 70 mm verti-
cal imagery using Kodak 5257 High Speed Ektachrome (ASA-160). This film
was used for density measurements. Imagery in 35 mm format was obtained
using a Nikon F2. It consisted of oblique photographs taken to locate
the sampling boat with reference to known land features.
Optical density measurements were taken with a Brumac transmission
densitometer using a 1 mm blackened aperture in the red, green, and blue
bands. Measurements were taken at boat sampling points and were also
taken in other areas of obvious "red" and "clear" water in order to deter-
mine what density differences exist between the two.
Results and Interpretation
Means and standard deviations were calculated for the red and clear
water points. On each emulsion band taken singly, the difference in the
means is not significant at P x.15 using a t-test to compare the means.i
Therefore, red water cannot be identified in the data by analysis of
densities from emulsion bands taken singly. However, when data from the
three emulsion layers are lumped, the means from red and clear dater are
different, significant at the P< 0.10 level using the t-test.
	 (The red
and clear water means were 1.465 and 1.600, yielding a difference of
0.135, while the standard estimate of the difference is 0.099, a ratio
of 1.36.)
In some frames, what was identified as red water by aerial observers
imaged black or purple on the positive transparencies.
	 This effect was
visible only on those days-when turbidity was very high.
	 A measurement
of density differences for these black or purple image points reveals
variations between "clear" and "black" water on the order of 0.1 optical
density units.
	 The largest difference between the black and clear water
	
3
is in the red band, with the black water (i.e., "red water") having the
higher density (less light transmitted thru the film). This is not the
expected result as algae should have increased the reflection (lower
densities) in the red band (see Clarke et al., 1970; Bukata et al., 1974;
and Suits, 1973).	 The explanation of this finding may lie in the fact
that sediment has a generally flat spectral reflectance, and very high
sediment leads would be expected to produce the maximum reflectance pos-
sible.	 We hypothesize that in the "black" water areas, algal absorption
1
reduced the reflectance from the maximum reflectance caused by suspended
	
a
sediment.
In summary, red water can sometimes be discriminated from clear water
in any one frame.	 Consequently, boundaries of red water in the York River
can sometimes be mapped using aerial photography with High-Speed Ektachrome
film.
	
With respect to quantitative measurements, density readings over
1
9 ^
several frames have not been adequately investigated, but it appears that
i
•^--^	 ^	 -tom--
conclusions drawn from density measurements are unreliable without further
technical refinement. Thus, algal concentrations cannot, at present, be
determined using this technique.
Biological Identification
A biological analysis of the water samples collected during the
Ei^
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Dear Sir:
The U. B. Visb and Wildlife &ervica has reviamd !fLWF-T/6(bwKft1 e,
Toga of)76-143
	 No. 118, 4%pt 3 !lard! 1976. -Y sue`
s"licaot Wo requested a permit to dredp 97,700 cubic yards of
material from Quentico Creek. at Danfrias. Trimca William Cmzaty.
Virginia. The proposed spoil area is lsadismrd of the proposed
dike adjacent to the channel. This letter eoustitutes the rnvrt of
the Service and the Department of the Interior ou the application.
Atiaitted in accordanae with previsi ne of the risb and Wildlife
Coordination Act (48 dtat. 401, as ammm&A; 16 U. S. C. 661 at seq.).
An on-site inspection of the project arse. Key 11. 1976, revealed
that a portion of the apstresm project srea Acs been previously
cha meal i aed and is presently confined by dikes an it,^o th a ides . lh*
proposed downstream project area is a r1webwater marsh vegetated
with arrow-ate	 ltandra virsinica), spatterdoek QkTiar latt'a
salteersh bullrwrh Scl w rabaxSR!) &M several other wetland
species including American lotus (Ne4!w6o late& . American lorms
is rarely found in this area of Virginia. Wildlife utilizatim
of the project area is evidenced by bes •mr cuttings, raccoon tracks,
mmakrat rams and numerous wading birds observed feeding on the marsbee.
Conversations with fishermen at the project area reveal a limited
mm of herrinR
 occurred in Quaatico Crook this year. The are* to
heavily fished for carp, fattish and exnfishes by sport fisherman.
Implementation of this project, es rrr posed, would result in the direst
loss of narsb and shallow bottom habitat bT dredgi:s. dike coastractios
sr.0 spoil disposal. In addition, the proposed dikes would impotm-A aarob
areas or alter drainage patterns such that their productive capabilities
would significantly chansa. These vetlsnds provide the habitat necessary
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.^	 sound plan.	 T,
Please a*vise this office of any aetias taken an this Application.
sineur sly yours,
C. Ashe
Act ` GE:_ fa amd Direatot
I
cc : ES. SAO, Annapolis, IMD.
DNR, Annapolis, MI)
EPA, Philadelphia, PA.
NMFS . Oxford, MD
K4FS, Gloucester. MA
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CHARTERED 1749
DUMFRIES, VIRGIN IA 22026
June 3, 197E
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Post Office & Courthouse Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
Attention: Acting Regional Director
Gentlemen:
The Dumfries Town Council on behalf of it's citizens are most
orncerned with the unfavorable stand the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has taken concerning dredging of Quantieo Creek.
Flooding in the town has been a long-time problem for it's
citizens and is continually getting worse. We would be most appre-
ciative if we could meet with the service biologist from the Annapolis
Field Office, at their convenience, to discuss this urgent problem and
hopefully reach a mutual solution for dredging Quantico Creek.
Sincerely yours,
Paul B. Clary
Mayor, Town of Dumfries
cc: Department of the A:my
I
40
0Regional Director, AF:V, Boston, `A	 June 23, 1976
Supervisor, ES, SAO
Aagor of Dumfries
We have contacted 'tr. Clary and scheduled a meeting June 29. Jim );and
will represent this office.
Philip B. Aus
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Memorandum
TO	 : Hayden Gordon, VIMS, Gloucester Point, VA 	 DATE: August 3, 1976
FROM : Jim Oland, FWS, Annapolis, MD
SUBJECT: use of Remote Sensing for Project Evaluation at Town of Dumfries, on
Quantico Creek, Virginia
Enclosed are pertinent correspondence from our files regarding the subject
project. Our initial field evaluation determined that the proposed project
would result in the loss of an undetermined quantity of marsh and altera-
tion of drainage patterns. Thus, our recommendation for permit denial was
based on unquantifiable environmental degradation. Subsequent to issuing
our recommendation for denial, we met with the Town representatives and ob-
tained copies of their engineering drawings.
Prior to formulating recommendations for an "acceptable" project, we viewed
the aerial photography and engineering overlays of the project area at VIMS.
The use of this photography allowed us to make a rapid determination of the
extent of work necessary to accomplish the project purpose and the environ-
mental features which would be altered or destroyed by various project al-
ternatives. Recommendation number two in our letter dated July 12, 1976 was
based largely on the information gained from the aerial photography in con-
junction with field investigation.
Final resolution of the situation at Dumfries has not yet been made. If
additional alternatives are proposed by the town, we would expect to utilize
the remote sensing at VIMS for further analysis of potential environmental
impact. In addition, we expect to find the remote sensing information atC.1)
VIMS beneficial in our evalution of other proposed and future projects.
Jim Oland
Enclosure
i
i
Conii;i•':n t s	 of
I VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE
f on the
Disposal of Spoil
I ^ from
Tangier Island Channel Dredging
December 9, 1976
The spoil disposal problem from maintenance dredging
i
of the east and west approach channel to Tangier Island must
be viewed as a long-term as well as an immediate problem. 	 In
addition, the problem must be considered in the light of thei
existing severe erosion problem on the western shore of the
island and the need for solutions to the problems of sewage
treatment and disposal as well as solid waste disposal.
3
Finally, we must be mindful of the unique ciltural and physio-
graphic characteristics of Tangier Island and the fact that
the people of Tangier need suitable living and work space.
Up to the _present time, dredge spoil disposal for the
two channel projects has been on marshes adjacent to the
channels.	 The principal spoil•site,"East Point Marsh, is
x
'. under private ownership and no longer available.	 Those on the
island' to tiie north	 (North Tangier) are owned by the county
and remain +available.
i
LA
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Based upon the above considerations, the information
available to us concerning the proposed disposal sites, the
i
characteristics of the material to be dredged and.disposed of
and the engineering requirements of the containment areas, we
offer the following analysis of the options and recommendations
t .
concerning disposal of the materials to be dredged from the
East Crannel.
The possible disposal sites which haNre been considered
by the various agencies to one degree or another are;
1.)	 overboard disposal in Tangier Sound.	 t
Although this disposal route was approved	 EPAbyg	 p	 P	 1
the Virginia Marine Resources Commission objected
'
-	
due to their concern that it would impact the
oyster replenishment program.
	
VIMS itself
prefers, as a matter of policy, that spoil be used
J
as constructively as possible and that it not be
placed overboard within Chesapeake Bay except
where such disposal is the most feasible option--
preferably the only option.
,Y
2.)	 Previous di:;posal sites on the north island of
Tangier.
	
These sil_es remaii	 as an. open option for
the	 Cr-)rps.
x
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3.)	 Sites 1, 2,	 3,	 4 and 5 on the south island
N of Tangier (see F ic ure 1)
a.)	 Site 1 - This site is located behind the
" new seawall at the south end of the
runway.	 Present plans call for using
this site for disposal of material
dredged	 (	 40,000 cu. yds.)	 from the
West approach channel.
b.)	 Site 2 - This site is located on the western p
side of the runway.	 The extent of the
site has not been specified in detail,
but it could be as - large as 17 to 20
acres depending on design and material
volumes.	 The total marsh area west of
the runway is about, 43 acres. 	 Utiliza-
tion of this site is preferred by the
i
Town of Tangier since it is here that
they plan development of outdoor
recreational facilities and the'founda-
f
tion for a proposed (but yet to be
F
11pY,ovcr:!) 	 sewage treatment plant.
	 The
'1011c 1-	 ,zocl site desired by the town forF.
,-,ho > r oci.( I atinnal f i old is shown shadod
Tangier Island Comments
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c.)	 Site 3 - This site is located between the
runway and West Ridge and it is about
18 acreas in area.
d.)	 Site 4 - This site, unspecified in area, is
;^	 I
t between the West and Main Ridges.
e.)	 Site 5 - This site was examined early by the
Corps but removed from consideration due
to its small size and marginal efficiency
when using hydraulic dredging.	 This
marsh now serves as the landfill site
(western edge) for solid waste disposal.
i
We shall narrow our attention to Sites 2, 3, 4 and 5 since
overboard disposal has been rejected by VMRC and Site 1 is
F allocated for spoil from the West Channel. ;The sites on the
north island are uncontested and -remain open to the Corps should
(- a site withconstructive utilization ofspoil be unattainable.
a
1.)	 Site 2 - The ,natural erosion rate of the west r
shore of Tangier island is about 20 feet per year. ?3
The attached cierial photograph	 (Figure 2) shows the
• Y
projr-cted slior.elir ►e positions for 10,	 20,	 and 30
years i.n thO futUT.C.	 I t is appar(^nt that erosion
prov ,2ri ti on mc-i:;ures will ho »ec essary within , the
xt^_r 1_	 f < n	 ,; ^°.^	 if
	
! lir
	
^-tinw^^
	 is	 t o
	continuo	 in=fir,	 ^	 y'
4
for
4
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operation. It is also apparent that all of the
v	 viable marsh at Site 2 will be lost via shoreline
retreat in 20 years if erosion is not checked..
The marsh grasses of Site 2 are varied., The
k
undisturbed portion north of the wind "sock"
(about 16 acres) is much more valuable than that
to the south of the wind "sock" from the viewpoint
of productivity. At the present time, the marshes
here have good tidalcommunication which results
in uninhibited export of marsh grass detritus.
2.)
	
	
Site 3 - This area is a poorly drained,
stagnant marsh with very few biolo gical val•ies.
The poor drainage is due to the existence of the
	
q	 runway which means the only 'tidal communication is
	^ k 	via a very small drain parallel to the south end
	
-	 of the runway. Tidal flooding occurs only during
ra
extreme tides. Unless extraordinary measures are
taken to preserve the limited existing drainage,
it is likely, that Site 3 will become totally
isolated from tidal exchange due to the spoil
il disposal arid ongino-oring activities at Site 1.
	
a	 ^,)	 ;,i.tr_ _4 - It :spite of the fact L.hat this area
h a F; boon usod for ;;u 1 id- waste disE)osLl] by individuals,
	
-	 11:. T`('ITIr]111`i rrI [)t-0r t1 Wt.iVt; Tr:il - sh s t to with Bond tidal
a
ii
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i
communication.
	 Earlier in the island's history,
ditches were cut to the houses of Main Ridge so
-^^ that fuel and supplies could be delivered.
	 These
channels are still serviceable for small boat
storage and passage.
1µ 4.)	 Site '5 - This area is a mixed species
community composed of the grasses found in the
^ southern and northern areas- of Site 2. 	 As
_
a
previously mentioned the western bank is used as
a site for solid waste disposal. 	 The total area
' is ,about 4.5 acres which is surrounded on three"
sites by higher land which is formed mainly by
dredge spoil.
To summarize the biological evaluation, we consider Site 3
' to be the least valuable from the point of view of biological
productivity and contribution to the overall ecosystem and the
southern portion of Site 2 and Site 5 to be middle ranked.
The undisturbed northern portion of Site 2 and Site 4 are the
highest ranked of the sites.;
From the long-term point of view, we would designate Site 
Site 5, and Site 2 as spoil disposal areas. 	 This suggestion
is based on the position that as long as marsh is being used as
disposal. s i t es, every offorf	 should be made to make constructive
use of tho spr) i L.
	
Tho 1-0 iona l e 	 for dOSicInating Site 3 is that
3
a
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1
k'
' it is now 'a compromised site and it is likely to be further
a
compromised by the disposal.at
 Site 1.
Site 2 however, about 45 acres in extent (of which 6 acres
are spoil), should not have any large scale disposal until the
' rampant shoreline erosion has been stopped or until a positive
plan for protection has been approved with funding identified.
r Since protection of the western face of the west ridge is
of paramount importance, it is a matter of considerable_
urgency since reliable predictions are that a major part of
West Ridge, including many of the public and private improve-
' ments thereon as well as the wetlands, will be marked away in
successive steps over the next 20 or 30 years (see Figure 2).
' The recommendations of the Task Force Report for a stone
seawall should be followed.
	 The rationale for the use of Site
2, and the qualifier concerning erosion protection, is as
follows:	 i
l.)	 Although the sewage treatment plant site
} has not yet been approved, the suggested site is a
the most reasonable with respect to economic and
# environmental considerations.
	 Placement at that
site would involve the loss of at least 5 acres
of marsh.	 Protection of the shoreline must be
I
„,
included in this plan. 	 Approximately 1,200 feet
of 1rotection would be roquired for the
i rc.-a utir.Ylt'	 p	 aiit~.	 The l<:.3votit
	 is 	 .i^1L^lnlIl	 In `hlgul'^	 1.
y
z
t
fY-
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P
We note that the plan for the treatment
r -
plant (Tangier Island, Step 1 Study, Project
`
'r
No. 68 -0774 SR by Shore Engineering, Melfa)
E I includes provision of 4.00 ft. of shoreline
protection.
2.) At the present rate of erosion, the runway
will be lost within ten years unless the new
seawall section at the 'end_ of the runway, is
extended by 1,400 feet to the north (Figures
1 and 2);
3.) Since the steps required in 1 and 2 would
r <' sever tidal communication to the marsh south of z
the wind "sock" the biological vitality and
F
values would be lost in any event,
	
Subsequent 4'.
filling of this marsh acreage would be justified
in terms of enhancing the integrity of the seawall
as well as to ;prevent stagnant conditions.
s
4.) The shoreline protection which will be 'required
' in a) and b) would entail riprapping 2,600 feet of
the 4,400 Leet of shore north of the existing gxfk . `
seawall.	 In order to prevent flanking at the
north end of the r_i.prap required for the treatment
I'
plant
	
sound rtnc{inreri n;g (let,	 _would call	 Cor
4.
r-
.
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completion of the seawall to the entrance of the
west channel.0
Given the unique circumstances of Tangier Island, we feel
that filling of the zone north of the wind "sock" (about 16 acres)
subsequent to installation of adequate shoreline protection as
presented by the Task Force referred to above would be justified
.	 (after filling the area to the south of the wind "sock").
The reason we cannot endorse large scale disposal of
dredge material on Site 2 prior to shoreline stabilization is
that without such stabilization the material will be refluxed
to the marine environment as the shoreline retreats. Much of
the eroded material would simply recycle back into the Tangier
channels and harbor. This is due to the fact that the material0
in the east channel is composed of about 40 to 50 percent
silt/clay and most of the sand fraction is fine sand (as
opposed to coarse). In our opinion, the addition of this type
i
of material to Site 2 would not make a significant contribution
to the inhibition of the erosion rate.
On Novemrcr 16th, members of the VIMS review team met with
representatives of the Norfolk Corps of Engineers to discuss
and review the factors of the .rase. Tney advise us that about
1.25,000 cubic -/ards of mnleri:l1 will bo rem:)ved from the
ch,Ann(:A .	 I x N • r • j r)-Lj .1y in(i ivio ed Lheii wither sparse inf.orma-
i ati 071 c;::; t:c s i zr rhor v-I of i ::t. i t:_: i nd i c • atos t hat •10 to `50
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1
percent of the material is in the silt/clay range and that most
p of the sandfraction is fine sand.
	 In their preliminary
evaluation of Site 3, the Corps determined that 17 acres would
be required with a dike height of 8 feet or greater and a fill
elevation of 6 feet above ground level.	 The Corps has
expressed concern about the consequences of dike failure (if
filled to the 6-foot elevation) since the fill elevation would
then be several feet higher than the West Ridge and a few
feet higher than the runway.
i
The dredged material would be introduced at the north end_
&	 ' with the fluids spillway on the south end. 	 In the normal
` settling, the sand fraction would remain, for the most part,
near the discharge with the silts settling away from the Fy
discharge.	 The town' administration expressed concern about
r
the drainage in the'area.since the Ridge would be at a lower
elevation.	 However, the Corps advises that they would have
-
drainage around the	 eri h er	 ofg	 P	 p -^	 y ^,. the dike.
At that meeting, the,	 po;ssir;lity`of using: • both Sites	 3'
and portions of Site 2 were discussed with a view toward the
j most constructive use of the spoil while minimizing the impact
} on the marshes. The Corps indicates that this approach would
permit using a lower dike elevation at Site ,3 	 (dike height or
about	 6 feet wi Eh f i1 1 c: Lr.,vat .ien 	 c^ 4feet above ground level) .
The a  i-a l regki humeri t. at S! t-c	 2 viould then bra about 5 acres. a
Morcovr:r,
	 ' hey	 inrlicato	 ti7,jt	 i t- woiil(t.be possible	 to	 install a
u
u	 a3
...,	 v... ...	 ....,	 ... ^.:
	
.,	 ,.,, _..,,.,..ipRp.R.•gv
	 q.	 .v^ar,'w^sIF. {.	 .^	 ^	 .... ^,	 1Ai
•
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Y in the discharge system so that when relatively clean sand
was encountered, 	 it could be shunted to Site 2.	 This would
emplace the higher quality (and more readily usable) material
at Site 2.
It should be noted that the Corps of Engineers had not
performed detailed 'engineering studies of any of the sites on
l the south island of Tangier and that their estimates of the
j<
volumes removed are based upon surveys of April 1976.
g Presumably more complete information will be available after
designation of the spoil sites.
Moreover, there are formal restrictions on penetration of
runway air space by the FAA which must be considered.
	 These
1- restrictions (subject to waiver) for Tangier are as follows:
10	 No obstacles may penetrate the plane
coincident with that of the runway elevation
(6.4 feet above MLW) for a distance of 212 feetxon
either side of the runway and within 200 feet at
the north end of the runway. 	 This boundary is
Y shown in red in Figure 1.
2.)	 At the limit ofxthe above boundary no
obstacles may ,penetrate the plane inclined at a
slope of 1 in 7 extending to a height of 150 feet.
Thus, at `a distance of 14 feet from the afore-
mentioned boundary (in red) a dike -2 feet higher J-
 .x
5
r
^^	 w	 z
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than the runway wouid.be permitted; at a distance
of 2.8 feet a dike ,4 feet higher than the runway
would be permitted.
Inspection of Figure 1 shows that more than
one-half of Site 3 falls within the restricted
zone as does most of the area desired by the town
for the recreational facility.
With the above as background. we offer the following
recommendations for the immediate` disposal problem:,
•
Recommendation I
i
:
We recommend that temporary waivers rye requested from the
y
FAA to permit the penetration of temporary earth dikes higher
than the runway elevation.	 Conversations with the Corps
` indicates a 90-day waiver would probably suffice for construc-
I tion, filling and initi,43 dewatering following which the dike
A.
elevations could be graded to conformity with the regulations.
G
If waiver can be secured then our recommendation is that.,
t
r n.)	 That Site 3 be utilized as the principal site
with any limitations imposed by the Virginia Airport -
1 Atithority.	 Part of this should include an
r2ngi.neering evaluation of the effect of possible u
latc,^ral displ,acoiiiotit: 	 of	 1 , hu, inarsh
	
substrate clue
	 to
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I^
overburden pressure and consequent movements of the
foundations of the runway and the homes on West
Ridge.
	
Existing boring logs from the Airport
Authority indicate the marsh horizon is only several
feet thick and that it contains appreciable fine
sand.	 Under these conditions, we do not expect the
problem to be severe, but it must be explicitly
examined.
In the course of filling this area, the
northern end of the,site would contain t1je sand
fractions and would be the earliest usable acreage
in this site.	 In passing, it might be noted that
this area should also be evaluated by the town for
t its recreational facility.
B.) That portions of Site 2 be used for disposal of
I
the remainder of the material (Figure 1) utilizing`
{ a Y shunt to permit the use of the higher quality
! material.
	
To the extent possible, the existing
spoil areas on the. north and immediate west of the
} runway should be increased in elevation.	 The fill
should not `extend beyond the zone marked in
Figure_I which will preserve the present tidal ?:
communication in the system. 	 The delineated
configuration wil L supply the area estimated by
j{
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t
i the Corps._	 Approximately one-half of the area
has already been disturbed by previous spoil
activities.
I• As noted earlier, the above combination would require dike
elevations in Site 3 which would penetrate above the runway
elevation by 2 to 3 feet.
	 The -ground elevation of Site 3 is
_I^
about 2 feet (MLW).	 Thus a 6 to 7 ft. dike added to that ,would{
penetrate the runway elevation (6.4 ft.,'MLW) by 2 to 3 feet.
Recommendation II
The Corps of Engineers has advised us that Site 3 would not
be a suitable site for disposal if a FAA waiver cannot be obtained.
I
p
They explain that this is due to the fact that the resulting
,
containment volume would be sosmall that tkey would not achieve
adequate settling of the finer grained materials.
	 If' the
3 appropriate waiver cannot be obtained we recommend the following
rcourse of action provided a positive plan for protection of the
entire south island western shoreline is approved with
construction scheduled within 3 to 5`years after spoil disposal:
A.)	 Use approximately 16 acres of Site 2.
	 The
p	 . boundaries stiowrn	 in l.^ igure- 1 include about 16 acres
wi L}-, a	 f" r iricip (A	 1 .iiid is t;urbed marsh which is allocated
^^:;	 a, hul'for
	 r,c5	 that	 Hie	 spoil	 will	 notL	 be reflux.,d
iis	
r
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into the marine environment prior to stabilization
of the shoreline.
Although this plan would supply fill for the
sewage treatment plant site we suggest that 
verification be obtained from engineers familiar
with such plants that this fill is suitable for
the purpose.	 If it is not, then, filling in this
' location should be deferred and the spoil from the.
' pending dredging should be placed on the north
island sites behind suitable dikes. j
ri
B.) A request should be made to the Corps of ,.
Engineers to reconsider Site 5 as a disposal site
`'. for emplacement of the sandy spoil.	 If this site
could be:used then the town could transfer the
`
material, when dry, to the area d sired for the
recreational facility.
4
C.) The remainder of the material should be
t placed in the sites on the north island, suitably
diked.
' Recommendation III
If a FAA waiver cannot be 'obtained to permit the plan of
f Recommendation I and no t)c3 c it,ive plan can be developed for
4
E shorelino s t ab i i i za t i can	 ( I^ :commendat i can 11)	 we then recommend:
t.v
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A.) That the Corps of Engineers be requested to
reconsider Site 5 as a disposal site for emplace-
ment of the sandy spoil so that the town could
transfer the material, when _dry, to the area
J
desired for the recreational facility.F
L.^
B) That the remainder of the dredged material
be emplaced on the previously used sites on the
Y north island behind suitable diles.
t
i
Our proposed solutions will, in our opinions, permit the
constructive use of the spoil in this unique situation while )
f
avoiding unnecessary destruction of the marshes or refluxing
the dredged material to the marine environment.
r
3
r
J
I
}
6
t r
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRCjINIA
Virginia histitute of Marine Science
WILLIAM J. HARGIS, JR.	 Gloilcester Pvi p ?t, Virginia 23062	 Phone: (804) 642-2111
DIRErT°R	 March 2, 19771	 1
Mr. Zane M. Goodwin
Chief, Engineering Division
Department of the Army
Norfolk District, Corps of Engineers
803 Front Street
Norfolk, Virginia 	 23510	 h
Dear Mr. Goodwin:
I am writing in response to your letter of
10 February 1977 regarding the proposed dredging of the
east channel to Tangier Sound in which the Corps pro;?osal
for employing a contingency overboard disposal site a.s
presented.	 We concur with Mr. S. M. Rogers of the VMRCS that ;• pland disposal of all the material	 is favored.	 As
you recall from our report,
	
the Institute, as a matter of
policy, is opposed to overboard disposal except as a last
resort.
It is distressing to note that, at this late date,S there is now concern about the suitability of the on-site
material for levee construction at the upland sites near
the airport
	 (site designation 1 and 2 in your letter). 	 You
state in your letter that if adequate levees cannot be
constructed or if their height is restricted by airport
regulations, you propose to employ some "limited" overboard
disposal in order to complete the dredging. 	 I presume you
mean thereby that such restrictions, either suitability of
material or airspace requirements, would mean reducing the
elevation of the levees with the consequent requirement for
additional spoil area.
# In the light of the uncertainty of the suitability
of the on-site material adjacent to the airport for levee
construction, we offer the following recommendations which
are consistent with those contained in our reporLt dated 9
December 1976 and with the needs and wishes of the residents
of Tangier as we understand them.
A
1)	 If, because of engineering restrictions or
airspace restrictions, the levee heights at the
i
t
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sites adjacent to the airport (sites l and 2)
must be reduced and more spoil area is needed,
then we recommend enlarging site 2 to the south
parallel to the runway to a.coommodAte. tyre
additional needs for area. We would also
recommend use of our site _5 for this purpose;
with appropriate levees, of course. The cautions
and conditions noted in our request of 9 December
1976 should be attended to.
I; 2)	 If your further evaluation indicates that sites
1 and 2 cannot be used at all due to the unsuitab-
ility of the material for levees, then we recommend
that the previously used spoil areas on the north
island group be utilized with suitable diking.
t 3)	 If the north island sites, suitably..ciiked,-, do
not offer sufficient area for disposal, or if that
alternative is not available, then we would
f reluctantly acquiesce to the use of your overboard
site designated number 3 if the following efforts
for containment are utilized:
a.	 'f this does not provide enough space to receive
the excess spoil, then the small gut connecting 	 J,
Toms Gut and Oyster Creek Gut should be sealed
with a dike so as to prevent possible deposition
of silts and clays at the mouth of that gut
where crab peeler pens are located.
t^
b.	 A sediment curtain should be placed across the
northern end of the cul de sac to minimize loss
of _sediment from the area.
' We recommend no further consideration of site 4, as
there is no natural containment, and the exposure to wave action
in Tangier Sound would result in resuspension of the dredge spoil
materials.
We wish to -reiterate that we see no ,good reason at this
point to justify overboard disposal which will cover ,productive
shallow and adjacent shoreline areas.
	
If additional volume is
needed, should your site 1 and 2 be insufficient because of
restrictions (of any sort) on levee construction, site -2 can be
enlarged southward. 	 Lf this is not possible, but sites 1 and 2
can be used for part ofit, a diked upland area on one of the
previously used north islands should be used.
	
If site 1 and 2
cannot be used at all we recommend upland disposal on the north
t
island group - with dikes of course. 	 Only if these are not
possible at all would we not object to overboard disposal
in site 3, with appropriate precautions.
It must be especially noted again that the north
islands have all been used for spoil disposal in the past! 	 f
It would be difficult to understa y^:d at this point why they
cannot be so used again.	 Unless we misunderstand the situation
we see little economic reason why the north island site or
sites cannot be used in preference to overboard disposal in
_
site 3.	 The distance is the same and precautions are necessary
in either case.
Furthermore, overboard disposal will destroy presently
unaltered natural shorelines and bottoms. 	 Also sediments will
L ' be washed into adjacent areas eventually even with the use of
sediment curtains. 	 The impact from diked upland disposal on the
north islands would be much smaller.
We appreciate your calling on us for our scientific
opinions and recommendations on this project and are pleased
to render them.
•i
We would respectifully urge that the project gc
forward according to the original recommendations as it is
extremely important to the people of Tangier and Accomac
^.' County.
Sincerely yours,
William J. Hargis
	 Jr.,.	 ,
Director
WJHJr:trw
cc:	 Dr. Robert Byrne
Mr. Thomas Barnard
li
